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TWO-STAGE LO1TERIES WITHOUT THE REDUCTION AXIOM1
BY Uzi SEGAL
This paperanalyzespreferencerelationsover two-stagelotteries,i.e., lotterieshavingas
outcomes tickets for other, simple,lotteries.Empiricalevidenceindicatesthat decision
makersdo not alwaysbehavein accordancewith the reductionof compoundlotteries
axiom,but it seemsthat they satisfya compoundindependenceaxiom(also knownas the
certaintyequivalentmechanism).It turnsout that althoughthe reductionand the compoundindependenceaxiomstogetherwithcontinuityimplyexpectedutilitytheory,eachof
themby itself is compatiblewith all possiblepreferencerelationsoversimplelotteries.By
using these axioms I analyze three differentversionsof expectedutility for two-stage
lotteries.
The second part of the paper is devoted to possible replacementsof the reduction
axiom. For this I suggestseveraldifferentcompounddominanceaxioms.These axioms
comparetwo-stagelotteriesby theprobabilitytheyassignto the upperandlowersets of all
simplelotteries X. (For a simplelotteryX, its upper(lower)set is the set of lotteriesthat
dominate(are dominatedby) X by first orderstochasticdominance.)It turnsout that
these axioms are all strictlyweakerthan the reductionof compoundlotteriesaxiom.The
main theoreticalresultsof this part are:(1) an axiomaticbasis for expectedutility theory
that does not requirethe reductionaxiomand (2) a new axiomatizationof the anticipated
probabilities).These
utility model (also known as expectedutility with rank-dependent
representationtheoremsindicatethat to a certainextentthe rankdependentprobabilities
modelis a naturalextensionof expectedutilitytheory.Finally,I showthatsomeparadoxes
in expectedutility theorycan be explained,providedone is willingto use the compound
independenceratherthan the reductionaxiom.
KEYwoRDs:Two-stagelotteries, compoundindependence,reductionof compound
lotteriesaxiom,compounddominance,expectedutility,anticipatedutility.

1. INTRODUCTION

expectedutility theory,besides its usefulness, is that it is based upon normativelyappealingassumptions.Specialattention was given to the independenceaxiom, which became almost synonymous
with the theory itself. This axiom states that a lottery X= (xl, p1; ... ; X,,, P) is
ONE OF THE COMMONvindicationsof

preferred to a lottery Y = (yl ql; ... ;y q,) if and only if for every lottery
Z = (zl, rl; ... ;z,, r,) and a E (0, 1], the mixture a(X + (1 - a)Z =
(X1, apl; ... ;x, app; zl,(1 - a)rl; ... ;z,,(1 - a)r,) is preferredto the mixture
aY + (1 - a)Z = (yl, aql; ... ;ymaqm;z1,(I - a)rl; ... ;z1,(1-a)r1). Essentially,

this is the key axiomin Marschak(1950)and Hersteinand Milnor(1953).Almost
all writersin recentyearshave criticizedand rejectedthis axiom. Some tried to
weakenit (Quiggin(1982),Chew(1983), Dekel (1986),Chew,Epstein,and Segal

1Thisresearchwas partiallysupportedby the SocialSciencesand HumanitiesResearchCouncilof
Canada(Grant # 410-87-1375).Partsof it werewrittenwhilevisitingthe EconomicsDepartmentat
the Universityof California,Los Angeles.I am gratefulto LarryEpstein,GioraHanoch,Edi Karni,
Isaak Levy, Mark Machina,JosephOstroy,Zvi Safra,Joel Sobel, ShlomoWeber,Bill Zame, and
especiallytwo anonymousrefereesand the co-editorfor theirhelpfulcomments.
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(1988)), to replace it with other axioms (Yaari (1987), R6ell (1987)), or to
abandonit completely(Machina(1982)).
In this paper I try to considernonexpectedutility theory while keeping the
spirit of the independenceaxiom. For this I use the richersetting of two-stage
lotteries, their outcomesbeing tickets for other, simple,lotteries.Whenadapted
to two-stagelotteries,the independenceaxiomstatesthat the two-stagelotteryA,
yielding with probabilitya a ticket for lottery X and with probability1 - a a
ticket for lottery Z, is preferredto the two-stagelotteryB, whichis the sameas A
with Y instead of X, if and only if the one-stagelottery X is preferredto the
one-stage lottery Y. Call this axiom compound independence,and call the
independenceaxiom for simplelotteriesmixtureindependence.
The compoundindependenceaxiom by itself does not imply expectedutility
theory,as it does not comparetwo-stagelotteriesto one-stagelotteries.For this,
one has to add the reduction of compound lotteries axiom, stating that a
two-stagelotteryis equallyas attractiveas the one-stagelotteryyieldingthe same
prizes with the correspondingmultipliedprobabilities(see Samuelson(1952)).
The compound independenceaxiom and the reductionof compoundlotteries
axiom together imply the mixture independenceaxiom. However, these two
axioms are mutuallyindependent,and each one of them by itself is compatible
with all possible preferencerelationsover simplelotteries.
The key question is thereforethis: Suppose that in a richersetting one can
distinguish between one- and two-stage lotteries, thus making it possible to
assumecompoundindependencein a formthat is distinctfrommixtureindependence. Will this richersetting and distinctionimply a better understandingof
decision makingunderuncertainty?I believe that the answerto this questionis
yes. This distinctioncan obtain more normativelyacceptableaxiomatizationsof
expected utility theory (see Section 3 below). It may also supply us with
axiomatizationsof alternativetheories (Section 4). On the other hand, the
compoundindependenceaxiom is sufficientlyweak so that by itself it does not
impose any restrictionson preferencerelationsover simple lotteries(Section2).
The distinction between one- and two-stage lotteries has some theoretical
advantages. By assumingcompound independenceone can prove that Nash
equilibriumalwaysexists (Dekel, Safra,and Segal(1989)) even in a nonexpected
utility framework.However,if one assumesthe reductionbut not the compound
independenceaxiom, Nash equilibriumexists only if preferencesare quasi-concave (Crawford(1987)).Also, Green's(1987)claim that wheneverhis preferences
fail to be quasi-convex,an individualcan be manipulatedto replacea lottery X
with a lottery Y which is stochasticallydominated by X, depends on the
reductionaxiom. So does Border's(1987)defenseof expectedutility theory.
The compound independenceaxiom has a strong normativeappeal. Wakker
(1988) proved that violationsof this axiom imply that decision makersmay be
better off rejectinginformation.Finally, assumingthe compoundindependence
but not the reductionaxiom can explain some nonexpectedutility behavioral
patterns,as demonstratedin Section5 below. (See also Segal(1987b).)Consider,
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for example, the following decision problem from Kahneman and Tversky
(1979):
PROBLEM
PROBLEM

1:

Choosebetween X1= (3000,1) and Y1= (0,0.2;4000,0.8).

2: Choose between X2 = (0, 0.75; 3000, 0.25) and Y2= (0, 0.8;

4000,0.2).
PROBLEM

3: Choose between A = (0,0.75; X1,0.25) and B = (0,0.75; Y1,0.25).

The lotteriesin Problems1 and 2 are simplelotteries.The lotteriesin Problem
3 are compoundlotteries,depictedin Figure1.
Kahnemanand Tverskyfound that most subjectspreferX1 to Y1but Y2to X2
(a clear violation of expected utility theory and of the mixtureindependence
axiom). Note that by the reductionaxiom, A - X2 and B Y2,hence Y2>- X2
implies B >- A. By the compoundindependenceaxiom,on the otherhand, A >- B
if and only if X1 : Y1; hence X1>- Y1 implies A >- B. Kahnemanand Tversky
found that most subjects prefer A to B, in agreementwith the compound
independenceaxiom,but in disagreementwith the reductionaxiom.
In the next sectionI formallydefineone- and two-stagelotteriesand show the
connection between the reduction of compound lotteries axiom, compound
independence, and mixtureindependence,as well as the connection between
these axioms and differentformsof expectedutilityfor two-stagelotteries.As an
alternativeto the reductionaxiomI suggestin Section3 a compounddominance
axiom that is a strongerversionof the stochasticdominanceaxiomfor two-stage
lotteries but still weakerthan the reductionaxiom. It turns out that this axiom,
together with the axioms of compound independence and strict first-order
stochasticdominancefor one-stagelotteries,impliesthe expectedutilityrepresentation. In Section 4, I discussthe connectionbetweenthe conceptof compound
dominance and Quiggin's(1982) anticipatedutility theory (also known as expected utility with rank-dependentprobabilities)and prove a representation
theoremfor this theory.
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Section 5 discussessome empiricalevidenceand shows that a rejectionof the
reductionaxiom while acceptingthe compoundindependenceaxiom may solve
some nonexpectedutility paradoxes,as well as some phenomenathat do not
contradictthe expectedutilityhypothesisbut seemto implyriskloving.Section6
concludeswith some remarkson the literatureand some final comments.
2. DEFINITIONS
>p
Let L1= {(xl, P1;... ; Xnp)
xM
l], l
<1 Xn Pl,
Pn
xPOXll ... Xn[E[
0, Epi = 1}. Elements of L1, denoted by X, Y, etc., representsimple lotteries,
yielding xi dollarswith probabilitypi, i = 1,..., n. For X = (xl, Pl; ... ; Xn,Pn) E
L1, define the cumulativedistributionfunction FX by Fx(x) = Pr(X < x).
On L1 thereexists a completeand transitivepreferencerelation s1 . X 1 Y if
and only if X 1 Y and Y 1 X, and X >-1Y if and only if X :1Y but not Y 1 X.
Assume that the relation s satisfiesthe followingcontinuityaxiom:

CONTINUITY:
:1 is continuousin the topologyof weak convergence.That is,
if X, Y, Y1,Y2,... EL1 such that at each continuitypoint x of Fy, Fy(x)
Fy(x), and if for all i, X,Yi, then X 21Y. Similarly,if for all i, Yi 1 X, then

Y 1 X.

V: L1 - IR representsthe preferencerelation :1 if for every X, Y EL,
X 1 Y if and only if V(X)> V(Y). The most celebratedrepresentationis the
expectedutility functional
(1)

V(X) = Epiu(xi).

Preferencerelationsrepresentedby this functionalsatisfythe continuityaxiom
whenever u is continuous(and hence bounded).Of course,this axiom does not
imply the expectedutilityfunctional.Furtherassumptionsare required,eitheron
s1 itself or on its extensionto two-stagelotteries.
The outline of the space L1 assumesthat all the events in all the lotteriesare
ethically neutral in the sense that the decision maker cares about an event's
probability,but not about the event itself (see Ramsey(1931)).This assumption
is plausiblewhen the prizesaremeasuredin termsof moneyand the probabilities
are determinedby an objectivemechanismsuch as roulette,coins, or dice. In
particular,it implies that the decisionmakerdoes not care whetherthe winning
event at the lottery (0,0.75;100,0.25) is two heads on two coins or two heads
from the same coin being tossed twice with no time passing between the two
tosses. On the other hand, it is not necessarilytrue that the decision makeris
indifferentbetweenthe lotteriesZ* = "flip two coins at time tl, win $100 if both
fall heads up, $0 otherwise"and W*,whichis the sameas Z* but with the second
coin to be tossed at time t2 > tl, especiallywhen a sufficientlylong time passes
between t1 and t2, or when for otherreasons,the two stagesare clearlydistinct.
This discussionleads to the constructionof two-stagelotteries.
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Let L2 ={(X, ql; .. ; Xm,qm): X1,* , Xm E Ll, ql*
qm > ? Eqi = 1 }. Elements of L2, called two-stagelotteries,are denotedby A, B, etc. A lotteryA E L2
yields a ticket to lotteryXi with probabilityqi, i = 1,..., m. More specifically,at
time t1 the decisionmakerfaces the lottery(1, ql; ... ;m, qm). Upon winningthe
numberi, he participatesat time t2 > tl in the lotteryXi E L1. Assumethroughout this paper that all prizes are deliveredat time t > t2, and all decisionsare
made at time to < tl.

Natural isomorphismsexist between L1 and two subsets of L2. The first
subset, A, consistsof degeneratelotteriesin L2. The secondsubset,r, consistsof
lotteries in L2, outcomesof which are degeneratein L1. Formally,A = {(X,1):
X e L1}, and F = {(xl, 1), pl; ... ;(x, 1), p): X = (x1, P1; ... ;x,
pX ) E L1}. For
X e L1, the elementsof A and F thatcorrespondto X are denotedby Axand Yx,
respectively.
On L2 thereexistsat time to a completeand transitivepreferencerelation >-2
Throughoutthis paper, U: L2 -> R denotes a representationfunction of >:2.
This preferencerelationinducesby restrictionpreferencerelations a and r
on A and F, respectively.These two are al-type preferencesin the sense that
their domain is isomorphicto L1.
The constructionof the space L2 and the definition of two-stage lotteries
assumed that decision makersdo not find themselvesobliged to multiply the
probabilitiesof the two stages.If the above-mentionedtwo lotteriesZ* and W*,
which differat the time at whichthe secondcoin is tossed,oughtto be considered
equivalent by all decision makers regardlessof their preferences,then both
should be writtenas (0,0.75;100,0.25).In otherwords,our settingassumesthat
decision makersdo not find it necessaryto follow the reductionof compound
lotteries axiom, given below.
REDUCTION OF COMPOUND LOTTERIES AXIOM:

Let Xi = (xl, pi;

...

;x', p ),

i = 1, . ,m, let A = (X1, ql; . ..; Xm,qm),and define
R(A) = (xl, qlpl; ... ;xl ,q, pnl;... ;xm,qmpm;... ;xm, qmPnm.)
The decision maker is indifferentbetween the two-stage lotteryA and the one-stage
lottery R(A). That is, A -2YR(A).

As mentionedin the Introduction,empiricalexperimentsindicatethat decision
makersdo not alwaysobey this axiom. Recently,Schoemaker(1987) found new
such evidence. Considerthe lottery (0,1 - p; x, p). The decision maker has to
choose between the followingtwo options: In A, p = 0.5, and x has a uniform
distributionover [0,1], whilein B, x = 0.5, and p has a uniformdistributionover
[0, 1]. Certainly, one can interpret these two options as two-stage lotteries
(although this is not the only possible interpretation-see Schoemaker(1987)).
Using the reduction of compound lotteries axiom, A and B reduce to the
lotteries X and Y in Figure 2. The lottery X is obtained from Y by a mean
preservingincreasein risk (note that a and /B are congruenttriangles),hence a
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risk averse decision makershouldprefer Y to X and B to A. As discoveredby
Schoemaker,most subjectspreferA to B. Otherviolationsof the reductionaxiom
were found by Ronen (1971) and Snowball and Brown (1979), although, as
reportedby Keller(1985),theseviolationsmay dependon the way the problems
are formed.
There may be several reasons why some decision makers do not use the
reduction of compoundlotteriesaxiom as a guidelinefor evaluatingtwo-stage
lotteries, even if one assumesthat people accept the basic laws of probability
theory. (For example,at t, and t2 decision makersmay use the rule that for
independent events S1 and S2, P(S1 n S2) = P(S1)P(S2).2) In this model, the
reasonis that some eventsare realizedat time t, while othersare realizedat time
t2. This may affect the desirabilityof a two-stagelottery (as comparedto a
similar one-stage lottery)in at least two ways. Firstly, the decision makermay
have preferences for the number of lotteries in which he participates.This
argumentholds wheneverthe two stages are clearly distinct, even without the
time element.Secondly,he may have preferencesfor early or laterresolutionsof
uncertainty.That is, he is not indifferentbetweenthe lotteriesYx and Ax,which
are the same except for theirtiming;the uncertaintyof Yx is resolvedat time tl,
while the uncertaintyof Ax is resolved at time t2.3 This latter reasoning is
especially plausible if preferencesare induced from more primitive decision
problemssuch as consumption-saving
problems.(See Mossin(1969), Spenceand
Zeckhauser(1972),Drezeand Modigliani(1972),Krepsand Porteus(1978,1979),
Epstein (1980), Machina(1984),and Chewand Epstein(1989a).)
Of course,if the decisionmakerdoes not carewhenthe uncertaintyis resolved,
that is, if for every X e L1, he is indifferentbetweenYxand Ax,then he will have
the same preferencerelation over r and A. Let X, Y eL1. If 3X 2Yx and
SY2 yY, then it follows from the transitivityassumptionthat xA8
>, y if and
2

De Finetti (1937, 1977) proved that violations of this rule expose the decision maker to Dutch
books. These arguments are relevant only when no real time is involved. See also Marschak (1975).
3 This nonindifference may persist even, as assumed above, when the prizes of all lotteries are
delivered at time t > t2.
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only if Yx r yy. Less evidentis that the oppositeholds true as well. That is, if
the decision makerhas the same preferencerelationover A and F, then he is
indifferentto the timing of the resolutionof the uncertainty.Let X e L1. By
continuity, there exists a numberx such that S -A (X 1). Becausethe decision
maker's preferences over A and r are the same, it is also true that Yx r Y(x,1)
The lotteries (x, 1)e A and y(x 1)e r represent the same lottery ((x, 1), 1), which
is a sure gain of x dollars,paid at time t (recallthat all preferencesare expressed
at time to < tl). It thus follows that 3X 2 YX.This discussionis summarizedin
the followingaxiom and lemma:
TIMENEUTRALITY AXIOM: For every lottery X E L1, Ax

2 YX.

LEMMA 1: The preference relations ar and >A are the same >--type relation
(i.e., Sx>,
y yx
yy) if and only if the decision maker satisfies the time
axiom.
neutrality

The implicationof the timingof the resolutionof the uncertaintyon decision
makers' behavior is especiallyimportantwhen it may affect currentdecisions
such as consumption-savingproblems(see referencesabove). It is usually believed that this is the reason that decision makersare not indifferentbetween
one- and two-stagelotteries.AlthoughI believe that in generalpeople care for
the resolution timing of the uncertainty,I want to emphasizehere the other
factor, which is too often neglected.Consideragain the lotteries Z* and W* of
the above example.(These two lotteriesdifferin the time at which the second
coin is flipped, t, or t2.) LotteryZ* involvesjust one lotteryat time tl, but W*
involves two lotteries,one at tl, the other at t2. It may well happen that, even
with the same compoundprobabilities,the decision makerhas preferencesfor
more or less lotteries.I adopt this aspect of two-stagelotteriesand will assume
later on that the decision maker satisfiesthe time neutralityaxiom, hence his
preferencerelationson F and A are the same.
Let X, Y e L1 be such that Ax>- By. Originally,both Ax and Sy are available,
and,once the decision makerannounceshis preferences,he participatesin his
preferredlottery. As mentionedabove, his participationin X (or Y) may be
uncertain,because X and Y may themselvesbe possible outcomesof another,
nontrivial, lottery. Formally, let A = (X, q; Z, 1 - q) and B = (Y, q; Z, 1 - q).
With probability1 - q, both A and B yield a ticketfor Z. The lotteriesA and B
yield differentoutcomesonly if the q-probabilityevent happens.In that case, A
yields a ticket for X whileB yields a ticketfor Y.As the unconditionallottery Ax
is preferredto the unconditionallotteryBy (the uncertaintyof these two lotteries
is resolved at time t2), it is reasonableto assume that A >2 B. Of course, this
assumptiondoes not follow from the assumptionsmade so far.
COMPOUND INDEPENDENCE AXIOM: Let X, Y E L1, and let A = (Z1, ql;
...; Xqi;..; Zm qm) and B=(Z1,ql;...;Y,qi;...;Zm
qm) be two lotteries in
L2. A >2 B if and only if 3x >-Y.
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Let CE1(X) be the certaintyequivalentof X, given implicitlyby (CE1(X), 1)
X. Let CEr(X) and CEa(X) be the certainty equivalents of X with respect to
, respectively.Thatis, ((CEr(X), 1), 1) -2yx and ((CE(X) ~1), 1) 2
>I and
Sx. If a2 satisfiesthe compoundindependenceaxiom,then
-1

( X,, ql; ..* ; X., q.) 2 (( CEA(XJ I ), ql; ... .; (CEA(Xm), ), qm).
The left-hand side of this last equivalenceis a general two-stagelottery. The
right-handside is an element of r, the set of lotteries in L2 where all the
uncertaintyis resolvedat time tl.
The compoundindependenceaxiom and the reductionof compoundlotteries
axiom are compatiblewith all preferencerelations on L1. Let the preference
relation s1 on L1 be representedby V and definetwo preferencerelationson
L2 as follows:
(a) Given A,B E L2, letA s2 B if and only if R(A) >1 R(B). This preference
relation on L2 is the only one to satisfy the reductionof compoundlotteries
. It can be represented by U(A) = V(R(A)).
axiom such that >Jp = .=
,
and B=(Yl,rl;...;Y,,
(b) Given A=(X,,ql;...;Xm,qm)
r,), let A 2B if
...
.
..
if
and only (CE1(X,), ql; ;CEi(Xm), qm)>1 (CE1(Y1),rl; ;CE1(Y,), rl). This
preferencerelationon L2 is the only one to satisfythe compoundindependence
= 17' It can be representedby
and time neutralityaxiomssuch that >r =

U(A) = V(CE, (X,), ql; ... ;CE,(Xm), qm).

Without the time neutralityaxiom, the compound independenceaxiom is
compatiblewith any two preferencerelationson L1. Let s1 and >_2 be two
such preferencesand let CEJ2(X) be the certaintyequivalentof X with respectto
>_2

(c) Given A and B as in (b), let A s2B if and only if (CEl(X1),
1),rl; .. . ;CE2(Y), rl). In this case,
Xm),qm)s1
ql;
and
Vl(CE2(

-

= s2.
X,),

If V1 represents s1, then
ql; ...

;CE2(

s2

can be represented by U(A)=

Xm), qm).

To illustrate, consider the extensionsof Quiggin's(1982) anticipatedutility
functionalto two-stagelotteriesvia the reductionaxiom and via the compound
independence and the time neutrality axioms. Let X= (xl, pl; ... ;x,, pn) where
x, < *** < x,. The anticipatedutility of this lotteryis given by
(2)

V(x)

u(xi)(
i=l

f

P)
~~j=i

-f(

E

) ]+U(Xn)f(Pn)

j=i+l

where u and f are continuousand strictlyincreasing,u(O)= 0, f(O)= 0, and
f (1) = 1. Let g(p) = 1 -f (1 - p) and obtain from (2) that

V(X) = u(xi)g(pi) + E u(xi) g Ap i) -g Pj

I

Some writersuse this versionof the anticipatedutility functional.However,for
4This structure proves that time neutrality does not imply the reduction axiom.
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the discussionin Section4, the expressionin (2) is the morenatural.The readeris
but tedioustask of extending(2) to two-stagelotteriesas
left the straightforward
in cases (a) and (b) above (see Segal (1987b)).The readercan also easily verify
that these two extensionscoincide if and only if f is linear. Later on, I use a
special case of these extensions.Let x > 0 and let A = ((0,1 - p; x, p), q; (0,1),
1 - q). By the reduction axiom,

V(A) = u(x)f(pq),
while by the compoundindependenceand the time neutralityaxioms,
(3)

(4)

V(A) = u(x)f(p)f(q).5

Let u(x) = x and f(p) = (eP - 1)/(e - 1) and get u(3000)f(1) >
u(4000)f(0.8), but u(4000)f(0.2) > u(3000)f(0.25) = u(3000)f(1)f(0.25) >

u(4000)f(O.8)f(0.25). These inequalities are in agreementwith the reported
common responseto Problems1-3 of the Introduction.6
The reductionand the compoundindependenceaxioms,both on 2 together
imply the followingmixtureindependenceaxiom on >t:
MIXTURE INDEPENDENCE:

Let X = (x1, pl;

...

;x, pn), Y = (yipq1,

...

; Ym qm),

= (z1, rl; ...; z,, r,) E Ll, and let a E (0, 1]. X >1 Y if and only if aX +
(1 -a)Z
(xl, ap1; ... ;xn, apn;z1,(1 -a)rl; ... ; z,, (1 -a)r,) s1 aY+ (1 -a)Z =
Z

(Y q1,oql;

ym

Lqm;z1l(1

axiom if both >-I and >

-

a)r,; ... ;z,,(1

-a)r,).

We say that

j2

satisfies this

satisfy it.

This is a slightlystrongerversionof Marschak's(1950) PostulateIV2.It is well
known that this axiom, togetherwith continuity,completeness,and transitivity,
implies the expectedutility representation(1). I now turn to a discussionof the
connection between the mixture independence,compound independence,and
reductionof compoundlotteriesaxioms.
THEOREM 2: (a) The three axioms, compoundindependence, reduction of compound lotteries, and mixture independence, are pairwise independent-no one
implies another. Moreover, no one of them in conjunctionwith the time neutrality
axiom implies any other.
(b) The reduction axiom implies time neutrality, but mixture independenceand
compound independence, even together, do not.
(c) The reductionand the compoundindependenceaxioms imply mixture independence, and the reduction and the mixture independenceaxioms imply compound
independence. Mixture independence,compoundindependence, and time neutrality
imply the reduction axiom, but no proper subset of these three axioms has this
imDlication.

5The expression at (3) and (4) equal each other for all p and q if and only if f (p) = pa (Aczel
(1966)).
6 For an explanation of this phenomenon, using disappointment theory with a similar compound
lotteries analysis, see Loomes and Sugden (1986).
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A naturalquestionis, what preferencerelationsare impliedby these different
axioms. For the next theoremconsiderthe followingthree versionsof expected
utility for two-stage lotteries. In all cases and in Examples 1 and 2, Xi=
(xl, Pi; **; Xn,p) with xl
*
xn and A( X1, q1;...; X, q).
EUl-Expected
Utility With Reduction: A preference relation that can be
representedby
(S)

U(A) = U(Xj,ql;.

m n
.; Xm, qm)-= Y.F qipju(xj).
i=1 j=1

EU2-Expected

Utility With Time Neutrality: A preference relation that in-

duces the same expectedutilityrepresentation(1) of -r and >A.
EU3-Expected Utility Without Time Neutrality: A preference relation that
induces expected utility representations(1) of -r and
, but these two
representationsare not necessarilythe same.
Obviously, EU1 = EU2 EU3. To illustratethese definitions,consider the
following two examples.The first demonstratesa preferencerelation which is
EU2 but not EUL. The second provides an example for an EU3 preference
relation that is not EU2.
EXAMPLE
1: For X, YeL1, X Y, let a(X,Y)=min{x:
Fx(x)>Fy(x)1.
Define a relation R on L1 such that for X $ Y, XRY if and only if either
E(X) > E(Y) (E(X) is the expected value of X), or E(X) = E(Y) and
Fx(a(X, Y)) < Fy(a(X, Y)). Let A

=

(X1, ql; ... ; Xm,qm), and assume, without

loss of generality,that XmR... RX1.In the followingexamplethe representation
functionaldependson the orderof the Xi's, and the relationR is used to ensure
that the lotteryA has a uniqueexposition.
Let f: [0,1 ]-* [0,11 be onto, strictly increasing,but not linear. Let =
]= 1,--,
n-1, i = 1,..., m, and let Pni
pi),
=f(Pn) i=
f(En%jpi)_-f(Fnj+=
1 ... m. Let qi=f(?miq)-f (m i+lq i=1,..., m-1, and let qm=f(qm).
Let iy=
j=1,...,n,and
let X= (xl, rl; ... ;xn, rn). In other words, X
LqiJS
is obtained from A by transformingthe originaldistributionsof X1,..., Xn and
of A by f and by using the reductionof compound lotteries axiom for the
transformeddistributions.We now transformthis new distributionby using the
inverse of f. Define recursivelys =f-n(r), and j=f f[rj+f(Ynk1?lSk)]?k=j1+lSk,

j

=

n - 1,...,1.

Let u: [0, M]

-1R,

and define U(A) = Esju(xj). One

can easily verify that this preferencerelationinduces the same expectedutility
relation on r and A (with the utility function u), hence it satisfiesthe mixture
independenceand time neutralityaxioms. It does not satisfy the reductionof
compoundlotteriesor the compoundindependenceaxioms (hence, by Theorem
3(a), it is not EU1). For example, let f(p) = (eP - 1)/(e - 1) and u(x) = x.
U((0, 1), 0.5; (0, 0.5; 1, 0.5), 0.5) = ln[(e - 1)2/(e - 1) + 1] = 0.219 # 0.25 =
U((O,0.75;1, 0.25),1), whileby the reductionaxiomthese two lotteriesare equally
attractive. To obtain a violation of the compound independenceaxiom note
that U((0, 0.5; 1, 0.5), 1) = U((0, 0.75; 2, 0.25), 1) = 0.5, but U((0, 1),
0.5; (0, 0.5; 1, 0.5), 0.5) = 0.219 + 0.102 = U((0, 1), 0.5; (0, 0.75; 2,0.25), 0.5).
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2: For continuousand increasingfunctions u and v, let

represented by U(A)

=

2

be

Ejqju(v-1(EjpJv(xj))). This preference relation induces

expected utility relationson F and A, with u at F and v at A (see Kreps and
Porteus (1978), and Selden (1978)). It satisfiesmixtureindependenceand compound independence,but not time neutralityor the reduction axiom unless
v = au + b. For example, let u(x) = x2 and v(x) = x. U((0, 1), 0.5;
(0, 0.5; 1, 0.5), 0.5) = 0.125 # 0.25 = U((0, 1), 0.75; (1, 1), 0.25), while by the reduc-

tion axiom these two lotteriesare equallyattractive.
THEOREM
3: Let >2 induce continuouspreferences -r and >, .
(a) It is EU1 if and only if it satisfies the mixture independence, time neutrality,
and compound independence axioms (if and only if it satisfies the reduction of
compound lotteries and the compoundindependenceaxioms).
(b) It is EU2 if and only if it satisfies the mixture independenceand the time
neutrality axioms.
(c) It is EU3 if and only if it satisfies the mixture independenceaxiom.

Of course, furtherresults follow by combiningTheorems2 and 3. Recently,
Yaari (1987) suggestedthe following "dual independence"axiom for decision
making under uncertainty: let X= (xl, pl; ... ;xn, p,) Y= (yl, pi;
;yn, pn),
and Z = (z1, pl; ... ; z,, p). Of course, there is no loss of generality in assuming

the same probabilityvectorsin all three lotteries.Yaari assumesthat X 1 Y if

and only if for every a - (0,1], (ax1 ? (1 - a)zj, pl; ... ; ax, + (1 - a)zn, pj )>
(ay1 + (1 - a)z1, pl; ... ; ay, + (1 - a)zn, pPn).(See also Roell (1987).) The above

discussion makes it evident that, in our richer setting, Yaari's dual theory
concernsa dualitywith mixtureindependence.In fact, becausehis functionalis a
special case of (2), his dual (mixture)independencetheorycan be consistentwith
compoundindependence.
3. COMPOUND DOMINANCE

This section discussesseveralpossible extensionsof the concept of stochastic
dominanceto two-stagelotteries.Let X and Y be two one-stagelotteries.We say
that X stochasticallydominates Y if for every x, Fx(x) < Fy(x). X strictly
stochasticallydominates Y if X stochasticallydominates Y and for some x,
Fx(x) < Fy(x). These definitionslead to the followingtwo axioms.
ONE-STAGE (STRICT) STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE AXIOM:

If X (strictly) stochasti-

cally dominates Y, then X s1 Y (X >-1Y).

We say that the relation >2 satisfiesthe one-stagestochasticdominanceand
the strictone-stagestochasticdominanceaxiomsif the inducedrelations wir and
, satisfy them. It is well knownthat X stochasticallydominatesY if and only
if for every increasing function u: [0, M]

-1

R, E[u(X)] > E[u(Y)] (Hanoch and

Levy (1969)). The one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom can thus be interpreted
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in two differentways. Firstly,if for everypossibleoutcomex, the lotteryX gives
more than x with higherprobabilitythan the lottery Y, then X is preferredto Y.
Secondly, if all expected utility maximizerswith increasingutility functions
prefer X to Y, then X is preferredto Y.
Each of these two interpretationshas its own drawbacks.The first does not
naturally extend to more generallotteries where there is no naturalcomplete
order over the prizes, for example, lotteries with prizes in R2 (see Levhari,
Paroush,and Peleg (1975)).The second has little normativeappeal in a nonexpected utility world. In this section I examine these two interpretationsof
stochastic dominance for L2, together with some possible extensions of this
concept.
Let D be a set of outcomeswith (possiblypartial)order FD, and let L(D) be
the space of lotterieswith outcomesin D. The function u: D -1 R is increasing
(with respect to FD) if whenevera FD b, u(a) > u(b). Let u*(D, FJD) be the
set of all the increasing(with respectto t D) functionsu: D --.R
DEFINITION: Let A = (a1, pl;

...

;am, Pm)' B = (b1, q1;... ; b1,q1) E L(D). The

lotteryA stochastically dominates the lotteryB with respectto : D if and only if
for every u E u*(D, FDD), Epiu(ai) > Eqiu(bi). A preferencerelationon L(D) is
said to satisfy the :D -stochastic dominance axiom if A is preferredto B
wheneverA stochasticallydominatesB with respectto F D
LEMMA 4: Let A, B E L(D). The lotteryA stochasticallydominates the lottery B
with respect to FD if and only if A = (a1, ql; ... ; am, qm) and B =
(bl, ql; ... ;bm,qm), where ai_>D bi, i = 1,..., m (Kamae, Krengel, and O'Brien,
1977).8

Consider now the case D = L1, with X L Y if and only if X stochastically
dominates Y. To simplify terminology,I adopt the term two-stage stochastic
dominance. Let A = (X1,pp; ...; Xm,pm) and B = (Y1,q1;...; Yl, q1) be two two-

stage lotteries. The lotteryA dominatesthe lottery B by two-stage stochastic
dominanceif and only if for every V: L1 -1 R whichis increasingwith respectto
one-stage stochasticdominance,9 2piV(X1)> 2qiV(Y1).
TWO-STAGE

STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE AXIOM: If

lottery B by two-stage stochastic dominance, then A

t2

the lottery A dominates the
B.

Let A, B E L2 such that A dominatesB by two-stagestochasticdominance.It
follows from Lemma4 that R(A) stochasticallydominatesR(B). (The one-stage
lottery R(A) is obtainedfrom A by the reductionof compoundlotteriesaxiom.)
Assume, by Lemma 4, that A =(X1, ql;...;Xmqm)

and B=(Y1, ql;...;Ymqm)

7 See Levhari, Paroush, and Peleg (1975), Fishburn and Vickson (1978), and Hansen, Holt, and
Peled (1978) for the case D = R I.
8 It is of course assumed that (a,, ql; a,, q2; a3, q3; * * *) -D
(a,, q1 + q2; a3, q3, ... )9 The functional V is not necessarily an expected utility functional.
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with Xi stochasticallydominatingYi, i = 1,..., m. For every x, the probability
that R(A) yields x or less is EqiFx(x) < EqiFy(x), which is the corresponding
probabilityfor R(B). The opposite,however,is not true.That is, it may happen
that R(A) stochasticallydominates R(B), but A does not dominate B by
two-stage stochastic dominance. Let A = ((0,0.8;1, 0.2),0.5;(0, 0.1; 1,0.9),0.5)
and let B = ((0, 0.6; 1, 0.4), 0.5; (0, 0.4; 1, 0.6), 0.5), and obtain R(A) =
(0, 0.45; 1, 0.55) and R(B) = (0, 0.5; 1, 0.5). Obviously, R(A) stochastically domi-

nates R(B), but it followsimmediatelyfromLemma4 that A does not dominate
B by two-stagestochasticdominance.
Strongerresultshold for the one-stageand the two-stagestochasticdominance
axioms, provided >2 satisfiesthe reductionaxiom or the compoundindependence and the time neutralityaxioms.Formallywe have the followingTheorem.
THEOREM 5: If the relation >2 satisfies the reduction of compound lotteries
axiom, or if it satisfies the compoundindependenceand the time neutralityaxioms,
then it satisfies the two-stage stochastic dominance axiom if and only if it satisfies
the one-stage stochastic dominanceaxiom.

Consideragain the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom.This axiom implies
that if for every outcomex the probabilityof winningmore than x under the
lottery X is at least as largeas the correspondingprobabilityunderthe lottery Y,
then X should be preferredto Y. The majorproblemin adaptingthis idea to
two-stagelotteriesis the lack of an objectivecompleteorderon L1. Instead,one
can try to use an objectivepartial order on this space, namely, the partial
one-stage stochastic dominanceorder. Formally,for Xe L1, let X* = { Y: Y
stochasticallydominatesX}. For each A = (X1, ql; ... ; X,, qm) and Q c L1, let
PA(Q) = Ei x E Qqibe the probability that A yields an element of Q. The above
discussionsuggeststhatif for everyX, PA(X*) > PB(X*), then A >'2 B. I call this

axiom upper compounddominance.This is, however, not the only possible
extension. The one-stage stochasticdominanceaxiom for simple lotteries also
says that if for every x the probabilityof winningless than x under X is less
than the correspondingprobabilityunder Y, then X is preferredto Y. Let
X* = {Y: X stochasticallydominates Y}. This last observationleads to the
assumptionthat if for all X, PA(X*) < PB(X*), then A >:2 B. I call this axiom
lower compounddominance.

These two interpretationsof dominancecoincideon R, but not on L1. (See the
The followingaxiom thereforeseems
proof of Theorem6 for a counterexample.)
a possible combinationof those two axioms:
WEAK COMPOUND DOMINANCEAXIOM: Iffor
>2 B.

every X, PA(X*) > PB(X*), and

if for every X, PA(X*) < PB(X*), then A

Alternatively,one could suggestthe followingaxiom:
STRONG COMPOUND DOMINANCE AXIOM: Iffor
>2 B.

if for every X, PA(X*) < PB(X*), then A

every X, PA(X*) > PB(X*), or
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The following theoremdiscusses the connection between these axioms, the
reductionof compoundlotteriesaxiom,and the compoundindependenceaxiom:
THEOREM6: Let the preference relation >2 satisfy the one-stage stochastic
dominance axiom.
(a) The reduction of compound lotteries axiom implies the strong compound
dominance axiom, but the strong compounddominance axiom does not imply the
reduction axiom.
(b) The strong compounddominanceaxiom implies both the upper and the lower
compound dominance axioms, but none of these two implies the strong compound
dominance axiom.
(c) Each of the upper and the lower compound dominance axioms implies the
weak compounddominanceaxiom, but it implies neither of them.
(d) The weak compound dominance axiom implies, but is not implied by, the
two-stage stochastic dominanceaxiom.

Let the monotonic(withrespectto one-stagestochasticdominance)preference
relation > 2 induce continuouspreferences -r and :A,. We know that if > 2
satisfies the reductionand the compoundindependenceaxioms, then it can be
representedby the expectedutility functional(5). However,as arguedabove, in
an intertemporalframeworkthe reductionaxiom may not be supportableon
normativegrounds,and, descriptively,some decision makersviolate it. On the
other hand, it follows from Theorem 5 that if > 2 satisfies the compound
independenceand the time neutralityaxioms,then it also satisfiesthe two-stage
stochastic dominance axiom; hence all continuous and monotonic preference
relations on L1 can be extended to L2 throughcompoundindependenceand
time neutrality to satisfy the two-stage stochastic dominance axiom. As the
strong, the upper and lower, and the weak compounddominanceaxioms are
successive(strict)weakeningsof the reductionaxiom and, moreover,as they all
have some normativeappeal over L2, the question naturallyarises as to what
preference relations are consistent with compound independenceand these
axioms. Partialanswersto this questionaregivenby Theorems7 and 9. For these
we need the followingdefinitions.
Let Xe L1 and define X? = Cl{(x, p) E [0, MI x [0,1]: p > Fx(x)} to be the
epigraph of Fx. Let LO={ XO: Xe L1,} be the set of these epigraphs.Let
H = {[x, y] x [ p, q] c [O, M]X [0, 1]: x <y, p < q} and let ' = {(XO, h) E LO?
x H: Int XOn Int h = 0, X? U h E LO)}.Finally,for S E LO,S+ is the lotteryin
L1 such that S = (S+)O.In Figure3, X? E LO,hl, h2, h3 E H, (X?, h2) E I, but
(X?,

hl), (X?,

h2) ?4 *.

THEOREM7: Let

induce continuouspreference relations wJr and s.
It
strict
stochastic dominance, compound independence, time
satisfies the one-stage
neutrality, and strong compound dominance axioms if and only if it can be
representedby the expected utilityfunctional (5) (that is, if and only if it is an EUI
relation) with a strictly increasing utilityfunction u.
>2
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Note that this theorem assumes the strict one-stage stochastic dominance
axiom. The followingexampleshowsthat this is indeeda necessarycondition,as
the one-stage stochastic dominance,compoundindependence,time neutrality,
and strongcompoundindependenceaxiomsdo not imply expectedutility.
EXAMPLE3: The preferencerelation >%can be representedby V(X) = sup {x:
1 - x > Fx(x)}. This relationis continuousand satisfiesthe one-stagestochastic
dominance axiom. Its extension to two-stagelotteries via compoundindependence and time neutralitysatisfiesthe strongcompounddominanceaxiom.(This
occurs because the preferencerelationis isomorphicto a preferencerelationon
lotteries over the [(0,1),(1,0)] segment.) Obviously, s1 does not satisfy the
one-stage strict stochasticdominanceaxiom.This preferencerelationcannot be
representedby an expectedutility functional.Indeed,by expectedutility theory,

X = (0, 1/2; 1/3, 1/2) s1 Y = (0, 3/4; 1/2, 1/4)

if

(0,1/4; 1/3,3/4) s1 W= (0,1/2; 1/3,1/4; 1/2,1/4).
1/4= V(Y), but V(Z)= 1/3 = V(W).

However, V(X) = 1/3>

and

only

if

Z =

4. ANTICIPATEDUTILITY'0

In the last few years, severalauthorshave suggestedalternativesto expected
utility theory. One of the most promisingof these new theoriesis anticipated
utility theory (also known as "expected utility with rank-dependent
probabilities"),first suggestedby Quiggin (1982). It helps in solving several
paradoxes,including the Allais paradox(Quiggin(1982), Segal (1987a), Allais
(1988)), the preferencereversalphenomenon(Karni and Safra(1987)), and the
Ellsbergparadox(Segal(1987b)).
According to this theory, the value of the lottery (xl, pl; ... ; x,, pj) with
- xI < * < xn is given by (2), where f(O) = 0, f(l) = 1, and u(0) = 0. When f is

linear, this functionalreducesto the expectedutility representation(1). One can
easily verify that for continuousu and f, this functionalsatisfiesthe continuity
10I am especiallygratefulto Bill Zamefor extensivediscussionsof this section.
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axiom and for increasingu and f, it satisfiesthe one-stagestochasticdominance
axiom as well. From Chew,Karni,and Safra(1987),Yaari (1986), Roell (1987),
and Segal (1987a), we know that in this theory risk aversion,in the sense of
spreadof the distribution,holds if and only if u is
aversionto a mean-preserving
convex.
is
and
f
concave
Severalauthorshave axiomatizedthis theory.Quigginhimselfsuggestedweakening the mixture independenceaxiom, but an essential part of his axiomatic
basis leads to the conclusion that f(0.5)

=

0.5. However, as risk aversion is

associatedwith a convexf, assumingthat f(O.5)= 0.5 takesa lot of powerout of
this theory.
Yaari (1987) suggested another axiomatic basis, necessarilyleading to the
conclusionthat the utility function u is linear.An attemptto obtain the general
form of this theoryis found in Segal(1984, 1989),but the approachtaken there
lacks normative appeal. Recently, Chew and Epstein (1989b) gave a unifying
axiomatic approach to anticipatedutility and Chew's (1983) weighted utility
theory and Luce (1988) analyzedthis model with finite gamblesand subjective,
ratherthan objectiveprobabilities.In this sectionI suggestwhat I believeto be a
normativelyappealingset of axiomsimplying(2) with a generalutilityfunctionu
(thus avoiding the linearity of Yaari's functional)that allows f to be either
concave of convex (thus letting in the concept of risk aversion).This axiomatic
basis includes the compoundindependenceaxiom and extendedconceptsof the
compound dominanceaxioms. One advantageof this set of axioms is that it
makes anticipatedutility a naturalextensionof expectedutility theory.
Consideragain the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom.One possibleinterpretation of it is that if for every x, Pr(X> x) > Pr(Y > x) (or if for every x,
Pr( X < x) < Pr(Y < x)), then X s Y. Accordingto this interpretation,the decision makeris interestedin the probabilityof receivingmore (or less) than every
possible outcome x. It is thereforea naturalextensionof this axiom to assume
that wheneverhe comparesX and Y, the decision makerignores similartails.
Formallywe have the followingaxiom.
ORDINAL INDEPENDENCE AXIOM (Green and Jullien(1988)): Let X, Y, X', Y'
e L1, and let x* E (0, M). If for every x > x*, Fx(x) = Fy(x), Fx,(x) = Fy, (x),
and for every x < x*, Fx(x) = Fx, (x), Fy(x) = Fr (x), then X a1 Y if and only if
Y' (see Figure 4).11 We say that 2 on L2 satisfies this axiom if it is satisfied
Xf
by -r and a.

LEMMA
8 (Greenand Jullien(1988);see also Segal(1984, 1989);and Chewand
Epstein (1989b): The following two conditionsare equivalent:
(a) The complete and transitivepreference relation s1 satisfies the continuity,
one-stage strict stochastic dominance, and ordinal independenceaxioms.
(b) There is a finitely additive measure v on [0, MI X [0,11 such that V(X)=
z( X?) represents the preference relation s%.
"

This axiom is similar to but slightly weaker than the cancellation axiom in Segal (1984) where
Lemma 8 is proved by assuming the latter one.
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Let h(x, p) = ([O,x] X [1-p, 1) = V(O,1-p; x, p). Obviously,P and Vcan
p)p)-h(x,
be reconstructed from h, as v([x,y]x[1-p,1-q])=h(y,
h(y, q) + h(x, q), and XO can be representedas the union of a finite set of

rectangles { Qi} where i oj oInttQi fl
Qj = 0. Different h functions thus
definedifferentrepresentationfunctions.Considerthe followingfour well-known
examples:
(a) Expected value: h(x, p) =px, V(X) = Ypixi, and v([x, y] X [1 -p, 1 - qJ)
=[y-x][p-q].
(b) Expected utility: h(x, p) =pu(x), V(X) =Xpiu(xi), and v([x, y] x [1 -

p, 1 - q]) = [u(y) - u(x)][p - q].

(c) Dual theory (Yaari (1987)): h(x, p) = xf(p), V(X) = (Ej'-1x1[fQ(?.=pj) fQ;%yi+1Pj)]+ xjf(p), and v([x, y] x [1 -p,1 - qJ) = [y - xJ[f(p) -f(q)].
V(X) =
(d) Anticipated utility (Quiggin (1982)): h(x, p) = f(p)u(x),
X
+
and
v([x, y] [1 -p, 1 - qJ)
u(xn)f(Pn)
Eui-(x )[f02Yj iP;) -f (?-,iP;)]
=

[u(y) - u(x)][f(p)

-f(q)].

In all four examples,h is multiplicativelyseparable,and the correspondingv
are product measures.Anticipatedutility is the most generalform of a product
measureand my next aim is to guaranteethat v is indeed such a measure.'2
Let A = (X1, p1; ... ;(X0 n X0)+, p; ... ;(X?U Xj)+, p; *... ;Xm Pm) and B=
Xm,pm). As is clear from their definitions, the
(Xi, Pi; ... ; Xi, p; ... ; X, p;.
upper compound dominanceaxiom implies that A >2 B while by the lower
compound dominanceaxiom, B >2 A. I do not know whetherthese conditions
are equivalentto the upperand the lowercompounddominanceaxioms,but they
are certainly not stronger.I will thereforereplace the upper and the lower
compounddominanceaxiomsby these weakerconditions.
WEAK UPPER COMPOUNDDOMINANCEAXIOM:A = (XI, Pl;
xj?)+,P;...;(XiUXjo)+pXm,Pm)>2.

Xm,Pm)
12

For a differentapproachto this separabilityissue see Rubinstein(1988).

...

;(X,? n
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AXIOM:
B = (X1, pl; ... ; Xi p; ... ;Xi,
WEAKLOWERCOMPOUND
DOMINANCE
+
=
A
..
...
(X1 pl; ; (X?X XJ?) p; ... ; (X.?U XJ?)+ p; ...;
p; j; Xml Pm) >:2
Xm,Pm)
The main result of this sectionis presentedin the followingtheorem:
and
THEOREM9: Let 2 induce continuouspreference relations wr and s,
assume that it satisfies the one-stage strict stochastic dominance, compoundindependence, time neutrality, and ordinal independenceaxioms. The relations tr and
can be represented by the anticipated utility functional (2) with a strictly
increasing utilityfunction u and a strictly increasingand concave (convex) distribution transformationfunction f if and only if it satisfies the weak upper (lower)
compound dominance axiom.

Given the ordinalindependenceaxiom,Theorem7 follows immediatelyfrom
Theorem9. By Theorem6, the strongcompounddominanceaxiomimpliesupper
compounddominance,whichin turnimpliesweak uppercompounddominance.
Similarly,the strongcompounddominanceaxiomimpliesweaklowercompound
dominance, hence, by Theorem 9, the strong compound dominance and the
ordinal independenceaxiomsimply that f is both convex and concave,that is,
linear. Linear f means expected utility, which is the result of Theorem 7.
Theorem 7 is of course much stronger,because it does not assume ordinal
independence.I do not know whetherTheorem9 can be proved without this
axiom.
In the anticipatedutilitymodel,risk aversion(loving),in the sense of aversion
to a mean-preservingspread of the distribution,implies that f is convex
(concave). Theorem9 thus indicatesa connectionbetween the concept of risk
aversionand the compounddominanceaxioms.
5. SOME EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

This section discussessome empiricalevidencein a nonexpectedutility framework. For this, I use as an examplethe anticipatedutility model. My first aim
here is to show that these experimentaldata support the claim that decision
makers tend to accept the compoundindependenceaxiom while rejectingthe
reductionaxiom. Secondly,I show thatwithinthe anticipatedutilitymodel,these
data agree with some other nonexpectedutility behavioralpatterns.Finally, I
show that what seems to be a risk-lovingattitudemay actuallybe compatible
with risk aversion,providedone is willingto forgo the reductionaxiom.
Section 2 discussesthe extensionsof (2) to two-stagelotteriesvia the reduction
of compound lotteriesaxiom or via the compoundindependenceand the time
neutralityaxioms. Similarlyto (4), it follows that if >2 satisfiesthe compound
independenceand the time neutralityaxioms, then the value of the two-stage
lottery ((y, 1),l - p; (y,l - q; x, q), p) where y < x is u(y) + [u(x) u(y)]f (p)f (q). It thus followsthat ((y, 1), -p; (y, - q; x, q), p) t2 ((Y, 1), 1
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-p'; (y, 1- q'; x, q'), p') if and only if f(p)/f (p') > f (q')/f(q). Let p >p' > q'
> q such that pq = p'q'. Let a = p/p' = q'/q. A sufficient condition for
f( p )/f( p') > f( q')/f(q) is that for every a > 1, f(ap )/f( p) is increasing with
p. This occurs if and only if
af '(ap)f(

p) > f(ap)f'(p)

apf '(ap)
f (ap)

pf'(p)
f (p)

The elasticity of a function f is defined as xf'(x)/f(x). Thus, if the elasticity
of f is increasing, then the desirability of a two-stage lottery decreases as the two
stages become less degenerate. Given a compound probability r, this last discus.
sion asserts that the least-preferred combination of p and q is when p = q==
These results agree with the empirical findings of Ronen (1971), where most
of his subjects preferred ((-50000,1),0.1; (-50000,0.5; 70000,0.5),0.9) to
((- 50000,1),0.4; (- 50000,0.25; 70000,0.75),0.6). Moreover, this analysis shows
that decision makers' attitude towards two-stage lotteries are highly correlated to
their responses to the common ratio effect. Let x > y and p <q such that
(0,1 - p; x, P) -1 (0,1 - q; y, q). Let a < 1. By the common ratio effect, (0,1 ap; x, ap) >-1 (0,1 - aq; y, aq). (See MacCrimmon and Larsson (1979), and
Kahneman and Tversky (1979).) Note that such a behavior violates the mixture
independence axiom, but not the compound independence axiom, because it does
not involve two-stage lotteries. It is proved in Segal (1987a) that anticipated
utility can handle this phenomenon provided the elasticity of f is increasing. (See
also the numerical example in Section 2, dealing with Problems 1-3 of the
Introduction.)
The extension of the anticipated utility model to two-stage lotteries through
compound independence and time neutrality helps in analyzing several paradoxes
in expected utility theory, where what seems to be consistent with risk aversion
violates the assumption that the utility function u is concave. Elsewhere I showed
that the extension of anticipated utility to two-stage lotteries via the compound
independence and the time neutrality axioms can solve the probabilistic insurance phenomenon (Segal (1988)) and the Ellsberg paradox (Segal (1987b)). I now
show that it can also explain Schoemaker's (1987) findings, described above in
Section 2.
The functionals at (1) and (2) can easily be extended to continuous, rather than
discrete, bounded random variables. Let X be a random variable with outcomes
in [0, M]. Let Fx be its cumulative distribution function, where Fx(x) = Pr(X <
x). The expected utility of X is given by
J

(x) dFx(x)

and the anticipated utility of X is
(6)

- ju(x)df(1-Fx(x))=

mf(1-Fx(x))du(x).
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Consider now the anticipated utility model with the compound independence
and the time neutrality axioms. By (2), the certainty equivalent of (0, 1 - p; x, p)
Consider the two-stage lottery A where p = 0.5 and X is
is y = u -[u(x)f(p)].
uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. Define the random variable Y = u - [ u( X)f(0.5)]
with the distribution function Fy, given by Fy(y) = Pr (Y < y) =
= u-'[u(y)/f(0.5)].
The
X u-[u(y)/f(0.5)])
Pr(u1-[u(X)f(0.5)] Ay) = Pr(X
smallest possible value of Y is u- [u(O)f(O.5)]= u- l(0) = 0, its larger possible
value is u-1[u(1)f(0.5)], and by (6) it follows that
U(A)

u-1[u(l)f(0.5)]

=

Substitute y = u-1[u(x)f(0.5)]
(7)

'(y)f

(

-

Fy(y)) dy.

and obtain

U(A) =f(0.5)J1u'(x)f(1l-x)

dx =f(0.5)f1u(x)f'(1

-

x) dx.

Consider now the two-stage lottery B where x = 0.5, and P is uniformly
distributed over [0,1]. Define the random variable Q= u - 1[u(0.5)f(P)] with the
distribution function FQ, given by FQ(q) = Pr(Q < q) = Pr(u-'[u(0.5)f(P)] <
q) = Pr (P < f 1[u(q)/u(0.5)]) = f 1[ u(q)/u(0.5)]. The smallest and largest possible values of Q are 0 and u-1[u(0.5)f(1)] = 0.5, respectively, hence
U(B) =

05u '(q)f(1

Substitute q = u-1[u(0.5)f(p)]
(8)

U(B) = u(0.5)f1f'(p)f

-

FQ(q)) dq.

and obtain
(1 -p)

dp.

Note that when f(p) =p, that is, when (6) is reduced to the expected utility
functional, U(A) = 0.5fou(x) dx and U(B) = 0.5u(0.5). These are indeed the
values of these lotteries when the reduction axiom is employed together with the
expected utility functional.
There are concave utility functions u and convex distribution transformation
functions f for which U(A) > U(B). For example, let u(x) = ln(x + 1) and let
f( p) = p3. It follows from (7) and (8) that U(A) = 0.026 > 0.020 = U(B).
6. SOME REMARKS ON THE INDEPENDENCE

AXIOM

The best known evidence against the expected utility hypothesis is the Allais
paradox. Allais (1953) found that most people prefer X1 = (0, 0.9; 5 million, 0.1)
to Y1= (0,0.89; 1 million, 0.11), but Y2= (1 million, 1) to X2 = (0,0.01; 1
million, 0.89; 5 million, 0.1), while by expected utility theory, X1 a Y1 if and only
if X2 a1 Y2. Such behavior certainly contradicts the mixture independence axiom
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(see Machina (1982, p. 287)). Let X= (0,1/11; 5 million,10/11), Y= (1
million,1), and Z = (0,1). By the mixtureindependenceaxiom, X1 0.11X +
0.89Z s1 Y, = 0.11Y+ 0.89Z if and only if X2 = O.11X+ 0.89Ys1,
= 0.11Y+
0.89Y, while by the Allais paradox X1>-1Y1 but Y2>-1 X2. Beyond doubt,
however,this argumentdoes not prove a behavioralviolationof the compound
independence axiom unless one assumes the reductionof compound lotteries
axiom. Indeed,nonexpectedutilitytheorieslike Chew's(1983)weightedutilityor
Quiggin's(1982) anticipatedutility,whichmay be consistentwith the compound
independenceaxiom,are not contradictedby the Allais paradox.
Some might argue that the mixtureand the compoundindependenceaxioms
have the same normativejustification.This,in my view, is false. The rationalefor
the compoundindependenceaxiomis that if X is preferredto Y, then it should
be preferredto Y even when receiving X or Y becomes uncertainand other
prizes are possible. This argumentcannot justify the mixture independence
axiom, as there is no initial preferencerelation between half lotteries like
(0,0.01; 5 million, 0.1; - ) and (1 million, 0.11; - ). Similarly, we usually assume
that (xl, x2,. .., x) > (xl, x2,..., x) if and only if xl >?x, because there is a

well-definednatural order on quantitiesof commodities.However,we do not
necessarily assume that (X1, X2, X3,..., Xn) (X 1 X3,...,
,
Xn) if and only if
(x1 X2 Y3,- I *, Yn) > (xl x2, Y3,..., yn), becausethereis no initial naturalorder
on the half bundles(xl, x2, - ).
In this paper I interpretthe compoundindependenceaxiom as a mechanism
that transformstwo-stagelotteriesinto one-stagelotteries.This resultsfromusing
the certaintyequivalentsof the possible outcomesin the compoundlotteries.13
Accordingto this approach,the compoundindependenceaxiom and the reduction of compound lotteries axiom should not be used together.Indeed, if the
decision maker uses the reductionaxiom, then the compound independence
axiom becomesmeaningless,becausehe neverreallyconsiderstwo-stagelotteries
as such. However,using the compounddominanceaxiomsdoes not rule out the
compound independenceaxiom, becausethey do not change the structureof a
compound lottery. (Recall that these compound dominance axioms become
redundantin the presenceof the reductionaxiom,as follows from Theorem6.) I
therefore believe that Theorem7 gives a better normativebasis for expected
utility theorythan the standardone. Moreover,the compounddominanceaxioms
prove, as demonstratedby Theorems7 and 9, that anticipatedutilityis a natural
extension of expectedutility theory.
Dept, of Economics, Universityof Toronto,150 St. George St., Toronto, Ontario,
M5S JA], Canada
ManuscriptreceivedApril, 1987; final revisionreceivedApril, 1989.

13
For a nonaxiomaticapproachusing this mechanismsee Kahnemanand Tversky(1979) and
Loomesand Sugden(1986).
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APPENDIX

2: (a) The extensionof the anticipatedutility functional(2) to two-stage
PROOFOF THEOREM
lotteries via the reductionof compoundlotteries axiom proves that the reductionand the time
neutralityaxioms togetherdo not imply the compoundindependenceor the mixtureindependence
axioms. The extensionof (2) to two-stagelotteriesvia the compoundindependenceand the time
neutralityaxiomsprovesthat theseaxioms,even together,do not imply the reductionaxiom,nor do
they imply the mixture independenceaxiom. Example 1 in Section 2 proves that the mixture
independenceand the time neutralityaxiomsdo not imply the reductionor the compoundindependence axioms.
(b) Obviously,the reductionaxiomimpliestime neutrality.Example2 in Section2 proves that
mixtureindependenceand compoundindependencetogetherdo not implytime neutrality.
(c) The reductionand the compoundindependenceaxiomsobviouslyimplythe mixtureindependence axiom.To provethat the reductionand the mixtureindependenceaxiomsimplythe compound
independence axiom, let Ax :A 8y and let A = (Z1, ql;... ;X, qi;... ;Zm, qm) and B =
(Z1, q1;... ;Y, q,;... Z;Zm,
qm) be two two-stage lotteries. By time neutrality, Ax _A8Y YYx a yy. By
the reduction and by the mixture independence axioms, A >2 B

Assumenext that

YR(A)sr YR(B)

Y'Xr

YY

satisfiesthe mixtureindependence,compoundindependence,and the time
i=1.
m.
neutrality axioms. Let A = (X1, q1;...; X, qm)e L2 where X = (xl, p;...;X..P).
There is no loss of generalityin assumingthe same prizes in all the lotteries X, as some of the
((CEA(Xl), q1;
probabilities may equal zero. A ~2 ((CEa(Xl),l), q1;
C2
l),
ql) . ;(CEA(Xm),
,A(
;CaXJl,
qjl, 1) -2 ((1
1P ;n, ql pn;. .. ;xl, qmpm;. .. ;Xn, qmpnm),1= ((xj Eqip'; . ..;
Xn,Eq,pn),1)

2

>2

((xjj1),Eqjp';

... ;(XnJ),_qjpn').

It thus follows that

>2

satisfies the reduction

axiom.

Finally, Example 2 in Section 2 proves that the compoundindependenceand the mixture
Q.E.D.
independenceaxiomsdo not implythe reductionaxiom.
PROOFOF THEOREM
3: For the proof that mixtureindependenceimplies the expectedutility
representation(1) see, for example,Fishburn(1982).The rest of the proof is trivial.
PROOFOF THEOREM
5: Let >2 satisfythe compoundindependenceand the one-stagestochastic
dominanceaxioms and let A, B E L2 such that A dominatesB by two-stagestochasticdominance.
By Lemma 4, A = (X1, q1;...; Xm,qm) and B = (Y1,q1;... ;Ymqm), such that for every i, X,
stochasticallydominatesY. As >2 satisfiesthe one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom,it followsthat
for every i, Xi a1Y, henceA a2 B.
Let >2 satisfy the time neutralityand the two-stagestochasticdominanceaxioms and let
X, Y E L, such that X stochasticallydominatesY. The lottery A = (X, 1) dominatesthe lottery
B = (Y, 1) by two-stagestochasticdominance,hence A >2 B. In other words, X A Y, and by time
neutrality,X sF Y.
Let >2 satisfy the reductionand the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxioms.Obviously,if A
dominates B by two-stagestochasticdominance,then A >2 B (see Section3 in the text). Let >2
satisfy the reductionand the two-stagestochasticdominanceaxioms. Since it satisfies the time
Q.E.D.
neutralityaxiom(Theorem2), it also satisfiesthe one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom.
PROOFOF THEOREM
6: (a) The reductionof compoundlotteries axiom implies the strong
compounddominanceaxiom:I will firstprovethatif >2 satisfiesthe one-stagestochasticdominance
and the reductionaxioms,then [VXPA(X*)>PB(X*)]=>A >2 B. Let A =(X1,q1;...;X,q)
and
B = (Y1, q1; .. .; Y,,,,q,,,) (thereis no loss of generalityin assumingthe sameprobabilityvectors),such
that for all Z E Ll, PA(Z*) > PB(Z*). The preferencerelation >2 satisfiesthe reductionaxiom,
hence A and B can be replacedby Yx and yy, whereFX= Eq, Fx and Fy = Eq, Fy . As >2 satisfies
the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom,it is sufficientto provethatfor all x, E q, FX(x) < E2q,Fy (x).
Let Zp = (0,1-p; x, p). For everyp, PA(ZP*) > PB(ZP*), hence
L

G

: Fx (x) _q1;.-pq> Et: Fy(x) aFF1n-dF

j
Let Gx = (1- Fx (x), ql; ... ;-Fx

(x), qm)and Gy= (1- Fy (x), ql; . .. j1- Fy (x), qm).For every

P,
Pr (Gx

p)

= E: 1
-Fx,(x) > pql

=

Z: Fx.(x)_< 1-pql
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In other words, Gx stochasticallydominatesGy. As statedin Section3, this happensif and only if
for every increasingfunction u, E[u(Gx)I > E[u(Gy)]. In particular,for u(x) = x, it follows that
Eq, (1-FX (x)) > Eq, (1 - Fy (x)), hence XqiFx (x) < Eq,Fy (x).
The proof that if for every X, PA( X*) Si PBFX*), then A a2 B, is similar. Let ZP = (x, 1 - p; M, p).
The proof follows from the assumptionthat for everyp, PA(Z') <
PB(Zs )

The strongcompounddominanceaxiomdoes not implythe reductionaxiom:let Z = (0,0.5;1,0.5)

and define V: L1 -- R by
V(X)

=

_

1

Xx
Z*.
XE Z*'

The preference relation 1 on L1 is represented by V, and A=(Xl I PI; ... ; XmA
Pm)>2 B=
(Y1, ql; ... ;Y1,ql) if and only if V(V(XI), pl; ... ;V(Xm), pm) > V(V(Y1), ql; ... ;V(Y), ql). Obviously,

>2 satisfiesthe compoundindependenceand the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxioms.It also
satisfiesthe strongcompounddominanceaxiom.Indeed,if VX PA(X*) > PB(AX*),then in particular
PA(Z*)> PB(Z*) and by the one-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom, A ?2 B. Suppose that VX
PA(X*) < PB( X*) and let
Fw (x) = min{min{

t
Yj Z*}}

Fx,(x): Xi e Z*}, min Fy(x):

It follows that
xi

ez*P,A

1

: x, w*P,i 1 -j:

xe w*,qP--1-j:Y z*qj,

hence A t2 B.

The preferencerelation :2 does not satisfy the reductionof compoundlotteries axiom. For
example, V(V(0,1),1/3; V(0,1/3; 1,2/3),2/3)

=

V(0,1/3; 1,2/3) = 1, but V(V(0,5/9; 1,4/9),1)

=

V(O,1) = 0, althoughthesetwo lotteriesare equivalentby the reductionaxiom.
(b)-(c) Obviously, the strong compounddominanceaxiom implies the upper and the lower
compounddominanceaxioms,and each of themimpliesthe weakcompounddominanceaxiom.To
prove that the oppositedoes not hold true,constructcounterexamples
basedon the observationthat
by the lower compounddominanceaxiom; A = ((O,1/3;1,2/3),1/2; (0,2/3; 2,1/3),1/2) :2 B=
((0,2/3; 1,1/3), 1/2; (0,1/3; 1,1/3; 2,1/3),1/2), by the uppercompounddominanceaxiom, B s2 A,
by the strong compounddominanceaxiom, A =2 B, while the weak compounddominanceaxiom
does not comparethese two lotteries.
(d) It is easy to verify, by Lemma4, that the weak compounddominanceaxiom implies the
two-stagestochasticdominanceaxiom.To see that the oppositeis false, constructa counterexample
based on the observationthatby weakcompounddominance
A
B

((0
=((03;j,32),j;

; 2, 3 ), l ; (0, l; 1, 1; 3, '),
j,j

l;

1

; (1, I; 2, l; 3,

-

), l)

~t

(0,1-;2jl;3,-1),-)

while the two-stagestochasticdominanceaxiomdoes not comparethesetwo lotteries.

Q.E.D.

PROOFOFTHEOREM
7: Obviously,if >2 can be represented
by the expectedutilityfunctional(5)
with a strictlyincreasingutilityfunctionu, thenit satisfiesthe one-stagestrictstochasticdominance,
compoundindependence,time neutrality,and strongcompoundindependenceaxioms.(Recall that
EU1 satisfiesthe reductionof compoundlotteriesaxiom;hence,by Theorem6, it also satisfiesthe
strong compoundindependenceaxiom.)To prove the "only if" part of the theorem,let al = tr
= A. I firstshow that al canbe represented
by a measureof the epigraphof Fx and then,that this
measureis actually the expectedutility functional.Becausethis implies the mixtureindependence
axiom, the theoremwill followfromTheorem3(a).
LEMMA
7.1: Let X, Ye L, such that XAC Y?, and let h E H such that (XA, h), (Y?, h) E 4k. Then
A = ((AX0U h)+,0.5; Y,0.5) =2 B = (X,0.5; (Y? U h)+,0.5).
PROOF:Let Z e Ll. If PA(Z*) = 0, then obviouslyPB(Z*) > PA(Z*). If PA(Z*) = 0.5, theneither
(X u h)+ stochasticallydominates Z, but Y does not, or Y stochasticallydominates Z, but
(X?uh)+

does not. In both cases, (YOuh)+?Z*,

hence PB(Z*)>PA(Z*). If PA(Z*)=1,

then

X = ((XA U h) fn Y0)+E Z*, and PB(Z*)= PA(Z*). By the strong compounddominanceaxiom,
B t2 A. Similarly,for each Z E Ll, PA(Z*) < PB(Z*), henceA >2 B. It thus followsthat A =2 B.
Q.E.D.
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LEMMA
7.2: Let ( XO,h), (Y?, h) r' i.

Then ( X? U h)+ 1 (Y? u h)+ if and only if X E1 Y.

PROOF: By the compound independence and time neutrality axioms and by Lemma 7.1, (X? u
h)+ 1 O(You h)+ ((X? U Y0)+,0.5;(Xo U h)+,0.5) t2
((X? U Y0)+,0.5; (Yo U h)+,0.5)
((X?
X 1 Y.
U Y? u h)+,0.5; X,0.5) k2 ((X0 U Y? U h)+,0.5; Y,0.5)
Q.E.D.

Define on H partial orders Rx by h,Rxh2 if and only if (X?, h1), (X?, h2) e

' and (X? u hl)+

t1 (X0Uh2)+.
LEmmA 7.3: For every X and Y, Rx and Ry do not contradicteach other. In other words, if h1 and
h2 can be compared by both Rx and Ry, then hlRxh2 if and only if h,Ryh2.

PROOF:Let X, Ye LI such that (X?, h,),(Y?, h,) e !', i = 1,2, and let ZO= XOn Y?. Obviously,
Z CL', and (Z0,hi)eI,
i=1,2. There exist h',...,hs,
and h' .I_,h'
such that Vj (Z?u
. By Lemma7.2, h1Rxh2
Ui-1hk, hi) e k, i = 1,2, X? = Z? u Us lhI and Y?= Z? u U,h
Uk
... uhsUh2)+
-- hsUhl)+ > (Z0Uhlu
h
(Z0uhlu
(ZU-hl)+ 1 (Z0 Uh2)
U h2)+ h,Ryh2.
Q.E.D.
--(Z? Uhl U ...U h Uhl)+ >-1(ZU h' U.. -h'
Let R=UX L,Rx. Thatis, h1Rh2 if andonlyifthereexists XeLl suchthat h,Rxh2. Itcanbe
proved that R is acyclic. That is, h1Rh2R ... Rh,Rh1 implies h,Rh,R ... Rh2Rh1 (see Segal (1987c)).
Let * be the transitiveclosure of R: h, >..*h2 if and only if there are h3,....h, such that
h1Rh3R...

Rh,Rh2.

LEMMA7.4: There exist V: L1 R
R and W: H -- R such that:
(a) V represents the relation a;
(b) Wisfinitely additive; that is, if h, U h2 e H, then W(hl U h2) = W(hl) + W(h2) - W(h1 n h2);
(c) if X? =U-.lhk where Vj (UJjklhk, hj) er , then V(X) = 4tlW(hk).
PROOF:Let [0, xI X [0, p] -*[x, yl] X [p, 1] (see Figure 5) and let W([O,xi x [0, pl) = W([x, yll X
[p, 11)= 1. By the continuityassumptionthereexist z and w suchthat [x, wl x [p, ll -*[o, zI X [0, p]

- *[w, y1 x [p,1]. Define W([x, w] x [p,ll) = W([w, y1] x [p,l]) = 0.5. This can be repeated again

and againfor the x as well as for the p axes.By the one-stagestrictstochasticdominanceaxiom,the
areasof all these rectangleswill becomesmallerand smaller.The functionWcan thus be definedas
an atomless,continuous,finitelyadditivemeasureon [0, x] x [0,p] and [x, y1] x [p, 1]. Similarly,it
can be definedfor the rectangles[yi, yi+1] x [p, 11 -*[0, x] x [0, p1, i = 1,.... By the one-stagestrict
stochastic dominance and the continuityaxioms, the strictly increasingsequence {yi} is finite.
Indeed, let lim yi =y < M. For all i, ([0, y] x [p,l])+>.I ([0, Y,Jx [p,1])+-l

(([0, Yi-1J x [p,l]) U

([0, xl x [0, pI))+, in contradictionto the continuityand the strict one-stagestochasticdominance
axioms.This processdefinesa finitelyadditivemeasureWon [x, M] x [p, 1], whichcan be extended

0

z

x

FIGuRE5

w

Y1

Y2
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to [0, M] X [0, p] and to [0, x] x [p, 1] and thus to [0, M] X [0,1]. Define V as in part (c) of Lemma
7.4. BecauseW is finitelyadditive,V does not dependon the choiceof hl,..., h,.
Let X0=Uk=lhk
and Y0=Ul=1g, whereV] (U~4hk, hj), (U!jJg,, gj) E *, such that X 1 Y.
We want to construct two sequences (hk )k 51 and (g,') l1 such that X? = Uk= 1hk, Y? = Us' l gl Vj
(Uk - 1hk, hj), (U,Ig,, g) E k, and for everyj 6 s', h -*g,. We will do it by finiteinduction.If
h, - *g1,thenlet h = h, and gl = gl. If h, > *g1,constructh', hI E H such that h' - *g1, h' = Cl(h1
\h;) e H, (h;, h') E k, and let gl =gl. If g1>-*hl,constructh , gl, and g2 similarly.It thusfollows
that in each step we can reducethe numberof nonequivalent
elementseitherin X or in Y (or in both)
by one. The desiredrepresentation
will thusbe constructedin a finitenumberof steps.As X al Y, it
follows that t' > s'. Obviously,V(Us'=1h)
) = V((ljs11g,')+). As t' > s', it follows that V(X) >
V(Y), whichcompletestheproofof the lemma.
Q.E.D.
_

I now turn to the proof of the theorem.Let 0 < xl < ... < xn, 0 < p < 1, and 0 < ? < p. Let
and Y=(0,p-;xl,

X,=(0,p;x,,1-p),

n. It follows from the proof of

il..

,;x,,1-p),

Lemma7.1 that for every i and j,
1
_l

_

1

X-

x,n;

1\

1

n;YY,

1
_ 1
_
Xi, ,-; . . .; Xj-, _,;

X+1

n;X1
1

_n

;ns

n;

}

1
_
_
1\
X+,+ _,; ..* ; Xn,s-J

Y,,-;

The compound independenceand the time neutralityaxioms togetherimply that on L2, the
relation >2 can be represented by U(X1,

ql; ... ; X,

q)

=(V(X1),

ql; ... ; V(X ), qm).

Assume,

without loss of generality,that 0(a, 1) = a. We want to show that 4 = EqiV(X) is a possible
n. Moreover,
representation.By Lemma7.4 thereexistsf > 0 suchthat V(y) = V(X,) + f, i = 1.
for every sufficientlysmall , thereexists an appropriateE. Let 0< y* 6y < * <yn14 be in the
interiorof the rangeof V. Let p e (0, 1) and 1= (0,1 - p; x,,p) such that V( )=y, i = 1, . . , n.
Thereis fP > 0 such that for every0 < , < f* and for everyi and j,
1

(A.1)

0

1

Yi, n; ... ;Y-1,
/

1

n; Y, +A n, ; Yi+,,

1

=tYi,

1

-; ... ;Yj-1,

1

1

-; ...;Yn,

n

1

-; YJ +

1

; -; Y+1,

1\

-;...

;Y n,-

Let Yl,. y,y1> 0 be in theinteriorof the rangeof V.Let y* = min{Yi,..., } and let fP*6 y*/2
be appropriatefor y*/2. Let zl .
Znbe in the interiorof the rangeof V such thatEz, = Eyi and
max Jyj - z, I 6 /3*In. By (A.1),

1~~
0

~

1

'
0Yl,

Y,,-; ... ; Y

Yl.. =+

1

1

n;
1

-;Yn-l+Yn-

...

Yn;2

;Yn-

Zn,-;

1\

Zn)

+n,-

1+nZ,_

1\

'n
1

n1'n

Z-1_

"

n

hence
1(

V( X10,

**

V( -Vn)s

f (E,

V( Xvi)-

Let x > 0. V(x, 1) = O(V(x, 1),1) = 4(V(x, 1), l/n;...; V(x, 1), 1/n) =f(nV(x, 1)), hence f(a)=
a/n. It thus follows that U(Xl, 1/n;...; X",l/n) = 0(V(Xl), l/n; ...; V(X"), l/n) = YV(Xi)/n, and
The assumptionthat Yi <
prizes and not on theirorder.
14

...

<yn is not essential,becausethe valueof a lotterydependson its
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by the continuityassumptionit follows that c(V(X1), Pi;...
V(x, 1). It follows that on F,

theorem.

;V(Xn), p,n)
V(X,). Let u(x) =
=Ap,
Fr can be represented by p, u(x,). We assumed t1 = ar, hence the

Q.E.D.

=
. By Lemma 8,
PROOF OF THEOREM9: Let L =
j can be represented by a measure v.
I first prove that if >2 satisfiesthe weak upper compounddominanceaxiom then at can be
representedby (2) with a concavedistributiontransformation
functionf (Propositions9.1-9.3). Then
I show that if a1 can be representedby (2) with concavef, then >2 satisfiesthe weak upper
compounddominanceaxiom(Proposition9.4). The proof for the weaklowercompounddominance
axiom-convex f case is similar.

PROPOSITION9.1: Assume the weak upper compounddominance axiom and let x <y S x' <y' such
that vi([x, y] x [0, 1]) = v([x', y'] x [0, 1]). For everyp, q, and /3 such that OS p < p + / 6 q < q + B <
1 there is - > 0 such that if y - x < ?, then v([x, y] X [p, p + /P])S v([x', y'] X [q, q + /3]).
PROOF: Let X, Ye L1 and h E H such that X? c Y?,(X?, h), (Y?, h) E=I, X-1 (x,1), (X? U
h)- 1 (y,l), and Y-1 (x',1). The existenceof such X, Y, and h followsfromthe assumptionthat x
and y are sufficientlyclose. Since v is a measure,(Y0 U h)+-1 (y', 1).
Let Z, WEL1 such that W a(y',"1)> (x',1) 1 Z1a(y,1)
and let z and w be such that
Z-1 (z, 1) and W-1 (w, 1). By the weak upper compound dominance axiom it follows that
((O,l1),p; X,/2; Z, q -p - P;(Y U h)+, P; W,l1 - q - P8)-a2 ((0, 1), p; (X? Uh)+,,Bl; Z, q -p - P;

Y, ,1; W, 1 - q - ,1) =*(O,p; x, Ps;z, q - p - /B; y', Ps; w, 1 - q - fl):-tj (?, p: y, Ps;z, q - p - /s;x', /s;
Q.E.D.
w, 1- q - P) ([x',Y'] X[q, q +P]) > ([x, y] X[p, p+ #]).
PROPOSITION 9.2: Let x, y, x', and y' be as in Proposition 9.1. For every 0 <p < q6 1,
v([x, y] X [p, q]) = v([x', y'] X [p, q]).

PROOF:By Proposition9.1 it followsthat if x and y are sufficientlyclose to each other,then for
every n and i<n-2,
v([x,y]x[p+i(q-p)/n,
p+(i+1)(q-p)/n]),v([x',y']X[p+(i+
1)(q - p)/n, p + (i + 2)(q - p)/n]), hence for every n, v([x, y] x [ p, q - (q- p)/n]) S vi([x', y'] x
[p + (q -p)/n, q]), and by the continuityof t1 it follows that P([x,y] X [p, q]) < v([x', y'] X
[p, q]).
Similarly, v([x, y] X [O,p]) , r([x', y'] x [O,p]) and v([x, y] x [q, 1]) < v([x', y'] X [q,1]). Since
v([x, y] x [0,1]) = v([x', y'] x [0,1]), it follows that v([x, y] X [p, q]) = v([x', y'] x [p, q]). The lemma

now followsby the additivityof themeasurev.

Q.E.D.

Define u(x) = v([O,x] x [0,1]).By the one-stagestrictstochasticdominanceaxiom,the functionu
is strictlyincreasing.
PROPOSITION 9.3: There is a strictly increasing and concave function f: [0,1] -> [0,1] such that
v([x, y] x [p, q]) = [u(y) - u(x)][f(1 -p) -f(1 - q)].
PROOF: By the definition of u, v([x, y] x [0,1]) = u(y) - u(x). By Proposition 9.2, if u(y) - u(x)
= m[u(y') - u(x')]/n, then v([x, y] x [p, q]) = mv([x', y'] x [ p, q])/n. Hence, by the continuity
- u(x)]. Define f(p)=0(1
assumption, v([x, y] x [p, q]) =O(p,q)[u(y)
-p,1). Because v is a
measure, v([x, y] x [p, q]) = [u(y) - u(x)][ f (1 - p) - f (1 - q)].
It follows from Propositions9.1 and 9.2 that for everyn, v([x, y] x [p, p + 1/n]) < v([x, y] x [p
+ 1/n, p + 2/n]). Hence f(1 -p) -f(1 - p - 1/n) <f(1 -p - 1/n) - f(1 - p - 2/n), and f is con-

cave.The one-stagestrictstochasticdominanceaxiomimpliesthatf is strictlyincreasing.

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION9.4: If !2 satisfies the compoundindependenceand the time neutralityaxioms and the
induced preference relations Fr and tA can be representedby the same anticipated utilityfunctional
(2) with concavef, then 2 also satisfies the weak upper compounddominanceaxiom.
PROOF: Let A= (Xi, 1/m; ...; Xm, 1/m) and B = (X1, 1/m; ... ;(X, n X?)+, 1/m; ... ;(X? U
Xj,0)+,1/m; .. .; X,,, 1/m). Assumethat the lotteriesin A and B are orderedfrom the worstone to
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the best one by ;t . The explicit form of B is
(1)1

(s+1)

(s)

1

B=(X1,- m -)
(J

(

1

)1

1
Xi 1- m X,

( j)

m

m

1(\
1
m ;...;X,- ;(X,AUXj ,) m-;A1
m
m '
m
~

x

(t + 1)

(-)(t)

1

(i+1)

1

1
---;-s?
m

m

(i)

(s+2)

+1

\

1
. m

(m)

1

m.;---;Xmm-)-m

By continuity, it is sufficient to prove that the value of B is not less than that of A. From compound
independence, time neutrality, and (2) it follows that the value of A is given by
"I

U(A)

= V(XI)

+ f,

m -k+l1
[ V(Xk)

-V(Xk_ - )]

k=2

Hence,
- U(A)

U(B)

=

k)V

[V(X

E
k[V((X,?UXy?)
)j?1

- =j + s?V
k
1
[V(Xk)-

?[v(ouXs+
+[V((xouxio)

V(Xk-)]

?) -V((X

l)Ix[f(

(Xk -

m
k

X

X

Xt )I)] X [f(p,
Ym
k

)-V(X,)]X[mf-

[V( Xs+ 1) -V(( XO nXJO) )X

> [,

[ V(Xko)

-[V((x)-VXjo

)-V(Xkj)]

NVXJ))]

8\Xk V(( )[ Vf(X1)

The proof for convex

f

m )f((m)j- km

X

)

If)()]

Vu(Xk)- -Xk+
[V(x
V(Xk-1)]
)]V(X X [ff

> k2

2
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X f(m)][f

(
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f

m
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m

f
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(

and the weak lower compound dominance axiom is similar.

Q.E.D.
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